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"Why?" is the first question we learn to ask as children and the one our parents have the hardest
time answering. This is because "Why?" is the most difficult question to research.Why is the
color blue used for boys?Why do worms come out onto sidewalks after a rain?Why do chefs
wear tall hats?Everyone knows that . . . . . . Donuts have holes. . . We clink glasses before saying
a toast. . . Golfers yell “fore!” before teeing off. . . We not our heads yes and shake our heads
no But how many of us know why? You'll learn the answers and a whole lot more in this fun and
fact-filled almanac. And all you have to do is ask WHY?!

From the Inside Flapws that...donuts have holes...we clink glasses before saying a toast...golfers
yell "fore!" before teeing off...we nod our heads yes and shake our heads no...But how many of
us know why? You'll learn the answers and a whole lot more in this fun and fact-filled almanac.
And all you have to do is ask WHY?! --This text refers to the mass_market edition.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Preface Ever wonder why books have
prefaces? The word preface comes from a Latin word praefatio, which means “to speak before.”
The purpose of a preface, then, is to speak to the readers before they read the main part of the
book and tell them what the book is about. This is a book about WHY: why so many barns are
red, why Southern men are nicknamed “Bubba,” why you never see cashew nuts in their shells,
why breaking a mirror is seven years bad luck, why a square boxing enclosure is called a “ring,”
and why you see those crescent moons carved into outhouses. If questions like these make you
wonder, you will like this book. It answers about three hundred such questions, with the
emphasis in every case being on why something is the way it is. Not who, what, when, where, or
how, but why. “Why?” is the first question we learn to ask as children and the one our parents
have the hardest time answering. This is because “Why?” is the most difficult question to
research. Books and other publications answer lots of questions about their subjects, but for
some reason not usually questions about why. A book on barns may not tell you why so many of
them are red, a book on cats might not reveal why their eyes glow in the dark, and a book on
marriage customs might not say why the bride stands on the groom’s left. Because of this, ‘why’
questions usually require a lot of digging in strange places. While it is true that some answers
can be found rather quickly in obvious places like encyclopedias or other standard reference
sources, more often they require research in obscure books, old periodicals, government
documents, business publications, trade journals, and frequently consultation with one or more
experts. Finding an acceptable answer can take days, months, or longer. For instance, the
author has spent over two years trying to find an answer to the question of why yawns are
contagious. So far, no luck. On the other hand, there are times when too many answers can be
found. That is, research turns up conflicting explanations from two or more seemingly



unimpeachable sources. When this happens, the explanation about which there seems to be the
greatest degree of consensus is the one used in this book. In the absence of such a consensus,
the explanation that seems most plausible is the one used. About half of the questions in this
book were submitted by other people; the other half are questions that have intrigued—and
sometimes plagued—the author during the past thirty years. It has been the author’s experience
that almost everyone has a deep curiosity about the underlying reasons for the things they see
about them. It was with this in mind that this book was written. —when a lady spurns a
gentleman, she is said to be “giving him the cold shoulder”?Despite current usage, the phrase
does not have a romantic origin. In fact, the shoulder in “cold shoulder” is actually a shoulder of
mutton! In the early nineteenth century, when the phrase was first recorded by Sir Walter Scott, it
was customary for a hostess to serve hot meat to visitors who were welcomed and cold meat to
those who had overstayed their welcome. Since the cold meat given to the unwanted guest was
usually a shoulder of mutton, the hostess was said to be “giving him the cold shoulder”—of
mutton, that is. —he-men sailors of old often wore earrings?In the days of the wooden sailing
ship, there was no certainty that sailors setting out on a long voyage would ever see their
homeland again. To prepare for the worst, sailors took to wearing gold earrings so that if there
was an accident and their bodies were found washed ashore on some foreign beach, the gold in
the earrings would be used to pay for decent burials. —red is the traditional color for barns?Late
in the 1700s, American farmers began painting their barns with homemade wood preservatives
to protect them from the weather. In the northern states where winters are particularly harsh, the
preservative found to offer the best protection was one made from lime, skim milk, and red iron
oxide. When this mixture dried, it gave the barn a durable, plasticlike finish. Because of the iron
oxide, it also gave the barn a bright red color. The use of this preservative became so
widespread that by the early 1800s red had become the traditional color for barns. —dimes,
quarters, and half-dollars have notched edges, while pennies and nickels do not?The U.S. Mint
began putting notches on the edges of coins containing gold and silver to discourage holders of
such coins from shaving off small quantities of the precious metals. Before coins were notched,
shaving was a common practice, and at one point the problem was so bad that merchants
refused to accept coins without first weighing them to determine their true value. Notching the
coins corrected the problem since any attempt to shave a notched coin could be easily
detected. Dimes, quarters, and half-dollars are notched because they contain silver. There is no
need to notch pennies and nickels since the metals they contain are not valuable enough to
make shaving worth the effort. —corned beef is called corned beef when it contains no corn?
The “corned” in corned beef has nothing to do with the vegetable corn. It means “preserved in
salt.” The salt pellets originally used to preserve this type of beef were called salt “corns,” and
beef preserved in this way was called corned beef. —riders always mount their horses from the
left?The custom began centuries ago when men carried swords. Since most men are right-
handed, the sword was usually carried on the left hip to make it more accessible to the right
hand. With a long sword dangling from a rider’s left side, it was clearly easier for him to mount his



horse by putting his left foot into the stirrup and then throwing his right leg across the horse’s
back. This, of course, required that the horse be mounted from the left. Even after riders no
longer carried swords, mounting from the left remained the custom. —zero scores in tennis are
called “love”?In France, where tennis first became popular, a big, round zero on the tennis
scoreboard looked like an egg and was, in fact, called an egg, which in French is l’oeuf. When
tennis became popular in this country, Americans copied the French and also called the zero
score l’oeuf. but pronounced it “love.” —the symbol for a pawnshop is three golden balls?The
three golden balls were originally the symbol of the Medici family of Florence, who were the
owners of many pawnshops in Italy during the Middle Ages. According to legend, Averado de
Medici, while serving under Charlemagne, once slew a giant warrior named Mugello on whose
mace were three golden balls. To commemorate his victory, Averado adopted these bails as a
device on the Medici family coat of arms. Later, the balls were displayed over the entrances of
the de Medici pawnshops and eventually came to symbolize pawnshops in general. —someone
suspected of expressing an insincere emotion is said to be shedding crocodile tears?This
expression arises from the fact that crocodiles often appear to shed tears, but not for emotional
reasons. When a crocodile takes a big bite of something, the food presses against the top of its
mouth, causing a watery liquid to ooze from its eyes. These apparent tears aren’t, of course,
genuine, and the crocodile is still the same dangerous reptile ready to attack anything that
comes within its reach. Hence the expression. —dogs sometimes turn around several times
before they lie down for a nap?Domestic dogs, being descendants of wild dogs, still retain some
of the wild dog’s natural instincts. One of these instincts, it is believed, accounts for the way dogs
often prepare for a nap. Since wild dogs live in the forest or the brush, they often have had to
trample down grass and weeds to make a comfortable place to lie down. They do this by walking
around and around in a tight circle. It is speculated that remnants of this instinct may account for
the domestic dog’s tendency to turn around a few times before it lies down for a nap. —so many
umbrellas are black?When umbrellas first came into wide use during the 1700s, they were made
of oil-soaked cotton cloth stretched over whalebone. The purpose of the oil was to make the
cotton cloth waterproof, but it also gave the cloth a blackish color. This type of umbrella was, in
fact, very waterproof but not very durable. Soon, newer and better umbrellas were developed,
and since the color black had come to be associated with effective waterproofing, most of the
newer models were dyed black.  Excerpt From: Douglas B. Smith. “Ever Wonder Why?.” iBooks. --
This text refers to the mass_market edition.From the Back CoverEveryone knows that...donuts
have holes...we clink glasses before saying a toast...golfers yell "fore!" before teeing off...we nod
our heads yes and shake our heads no...But how many of us know why? You'll learn the answers
and a whole lot more in this fun and fact-filled almanac. And all you have to do is ask WHY?! --
This text refers to the mass_market edition.About the AuthorDouglas B. Smith is the author of
Ever Wonder Why? and its sequel, More Ever Wonder Why? --This text refers to the
mass_market edition.From the PublisherI got lost in this book for hours. There are answers to
questions I didn't even know to ask--and they're all fascinating. This book holds the kind of fun



and unique facts that will impress and amaze your friends. Do you know why the sea is salty?
Why $ means dollars? Why Swiss cheese has holes? Why prostitutes are called "hookers"?
Why tennis balls are fuzzy?Intrigued? I was. Now you'll have to buy this book to discover the
answers. . . .--Cassie Nylen, Copy Assistant --This text refers to the mass_market edition.Read
more
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EVER WONDERHOW MUCH YOU KNOW?1. Why is a wedding ring always worn on the third
finger?a. It was once thought to be the site of the vein of love.b. It is the least-used finger of the
five.c. It is the easiest to measure for a fitting.2. What is the origin of the phrase “son of a gun?”a.
The male children of gunslingers in the Old West.b. Sons conceived on board a ship, where a
secret rendezvous often took place near the midship gun.c. Illegitimate children sired by soldiers
during foreign wars.3. Why do bats sleep upside down?a. So blood will rush to their heads,
helping them to see in the dark.b. Heat rises, and that’s how they keep warm.c. So they can hang
from the cave ceiling and avoid predators.ANSWERS 1) a; 2) b; 3) c.A Fawcett BookPublished
by The Random House Publishing GroupCopyright © 1991 by Douglas B. SmithAll rights
reserved.Published in the United States by Fawcett Books, an imprint of The Random House
Publishing Group, a division of Random House, Inc., New York.Fawcett is a registered trademark
and the Fawcett colophon is a trademark of Random House, Inc.Library of Congress Catalog
Card Number: 91-92209v3.1_r2ContentsCoverTitle PageCopyrightPrefaceFirst
PageDedicationAcknowledgmentsPrefaceEver wonder why books have prefaces?The word
preface comes from a Latin word praefatio, which means “to speak before.” The purpose of a
preface, then, is to speak to the readers before they read the main part of the book and tell them
what the book is about.This is a book about WHY: why so many barns are red, why Southern
men are nicknamed “Bubba,” why you never see cashew nuts in their shells, why breaking a
mirror is seven years bad luck, why a square boxing enclosure is called a “ring,” and why you see
those crescent moons carved into outhouses. If questions like these make you wonder, you will
like this book. It answers about three hundred such questions, with the emphasis in every case
being on why something is the way it is. Not who, what, when, where, or how, but why. “Why?” is
the first question we learn to ask as children and the one our parents have the hardest time
answering. This is because “Why?” is the most difficult question to research. Books and other
publications answer lots of questions about their subjects, but for some reason not usually
questions about why. A book on barns may not tell you why so many of them are red, a book on
cats might not reveal why their eyes glow in the dark, and a book on marriage customs might not
say why the bride stands on the groom’s left. Because of this, ‘why’ questions usually require a
lot of digging in strange places. While it is true that some answers can be found rather quickly in
obvious places like encyclopedias or other standard reference sources, more often they require
research in obscure books, old periodicals, government documents, business publications,
trade journals, and frequently consultation with one or more experts. Finding an acceptable
answer can take days, months, or longer. For instance, the author has spent over two years
trying to find an answer to the question of why yawns are contagious. So far, no luck.On the
other hand, there are times when too many answers can be found. That is, research turns up
conflicting explanations from two or more seemingly unimpeachable sources. When this
happens, the explanation about which there seems to be the greatest degree of consensus is



the one used in this book. In the absence of such a consensus, the explanation that seems most
plausible is the one used.About half of the questions in this book were submitted by other
people; the other half are questions that have intrigued—and sometimes plagued—the author
during the past thirty years.It has been the author’s experience that almost everyone has a deep
curiosity about the underlying reasons for the things they see about them. It was with this in mind
that this book was written.—when a lady spurns a gentleman, she is said to be “giving him the
cold shoulder”?Despite current usage, the phrase does not have a romantic origin. In fact, the
shoulder in “cold shoulder” is actually a shoulder of mutton!In the early nineteenth century, when
the phrase was first recorded by Sir Walter Scott, it was customary for a hostess to serve hot
meat to visitors who were welcomed and cold meat to those who had overstayed their welcome.
Since the cold meat given to the unwanted guest was usually a shoulder of mutton, the hostess
was said to be “giving him the cold shoulder”—of mutton, that is.—he-men sailors of old often
wore earrings?In the days of the wooden sailing ship, there was no certainty that sailors setting
out on a long voyage would ever see their homeland again. To prepare for the worst, sailors took
to wearing gold earrings so that if there was an accident and their bodies were found washed
ashore on some foreign beach, the gold in the earrings would be used to pay for decent burials.
—red is the traditional color for barns?Late in the 1700s, American farmers began painting their
barns with homemade wood preservatives to protect them from the weather. In the northern
states where winters are particularly harsh, the preservative found to offer the best protection
was one made from lime, skim milk, and red iron oxide. When this mixture dried, it gave the barn
a durable, plasticlike finish. Because of the iron oxide, it also gave the barn a bright red color.
The use of this preservative became so widespread that by the early 1800s red had become the
traditional color for barns.—dimes, quarters, and half-dollars have notched edges, while pennies
and nickels do not?The U.S. Mint began putting notches on the edges of coins containing gold
and silver to discourage holders of such coins from shaving off small quantities of the precious
metals. Before coins were notched, shaving was a common practice, and at one point the
problem was so bad that merchants refused to accept coins without first weighing them to
determine their true value. Notching the coins corrected the problem since any attempt to shave
a notched coin could be easily detected.Dimes, quarters, and half-dollars are notched because
they contain silver. There is no need to notch pennies and nickels since the metals they contain
are not valuable enough to make shaving worth the effort.—corned beef is called corned beef
when it contains no corn?The “corned” in corned beef has nothing to do with the vegetable corn.
It means “preserved in salt.” The salt pellets originally used to preserve this type of beef were
called salt “corns,” and beef preserved in this way was called corned beef.—riders always mount
their horses from the left?The custom began centuries ago when men carried swords. Since
most men are right-handed, the sword was usually carried on the left hip to make it more
accessible to the right hand. With a long sword dangling from a rider’s left side, it was clearly
easier for him to mount his horse by putting his left foot into the stirrup and then throwing his
right leg across the horse’s back. This, of course, required that the horse be mounted from the



left. Even after riders no longer carried swords, mounting from the left remained the custom.—
zero scores in tennis are called “love”?In France, where tennis first became popular, a big, round
zero on the tennis scoreboard looked like an egg and was, in fact, called an egg, which in
French is l’oeuf. When tennis became popular in this country, Americans copied the French and
also called the zero score l’oeuf. but pronounced it “love.”—the symbol for a pawnshop is three
golden balls?The three golden balls were originally the symbol of the Medici family of Florence,
who were the owners of many pawnshops in Italy during the Middle Ages.According to legend,
Averado de Medici, while serving under Charlemagne, once slew a giant warrior named Mugello
on whose mace were three golden balls. To commemorate his victory, Averado adopted these
bails as a device on the Medici family coat of arms. Later, the balls were displayed over the
entrances of the de Medici pawnshops and eventually came to symbolize pawnshops in general.
—someone suspected of expressing an insincere emotion is said to be shedding crocodile
tears?This expression arises from the fact that crocodiles often appear to shed tears, but not for
emotional reasons. When a crocodile takes a big bite of something, the food presses against the
top of its mouth, causing a watery liquid to ooze from its eyes. These apparent tears aren’t, of
course, genuine, and the crocodile is still the same dangerous reptile ready to attack anything
that comes within its reach. Hence the expression.—English pubs have strange names like The
Lamb and Circle, The Golden Dove, and The Sword and Plume?Before reading became a basic
skill, merchants found it necessary to identify their shops with objects or pictures. Barbers used
a red and white pole, pawnbrokers used three golden balls, and shoemakers used a picture of a
shoe. This enabled customers who couldn’t read to find the shops they were seeking.When it
came to identifying the many pubs in England, the owners found that there was no way to draw
pictures illustrating Adam’s Pub, McDuffy’s Tavern, etc So they gave their pubs names that could
be pictured—names like The Lamb and Circle and The Golden Dove.—the color black is used
for mourning?Because our ancestors were afraid of ghosts!Our ancient forebears believed that
ghosts would be lurking about at the site of a recent burial looking for a living body to invade.
They tried to hide from the ghosts by painting their white skins black. Later, black clothes were
used for the same purpose.—a hamburger is called a hamburger when it contains no ham?The
Tartars, a Turkic-speaking people who lived in central Asia, were rugged, nomadic horsepeople
who ate raw beef. Rugged though they were, they soon decided that raw meat would be a lot
easier to chew if they could find a way to tenderize it. Eventually, they did find a way. Before a
long day’s ride, they would put a slab of beef under their saddles and let the up-and-down
motion of the horse pound the meat to bits. At the end of the ride they would scrape the tender
morsels into a heap, season it with salt, pepper, and onion juice, and eat what today we call
steak tartare.A merchant from Hamburg, Germany, who was doing some trading in Asia in the
mid-nineteenth century, came upon the Tartars’ recipe and took it back to Germany, where it was
introduced as Hamburg steak. Later, a cook in Hamburg decided to broil the meat, and by the
end of the nineteenth century this concoction was called hamburger meat.Hamburger meat, it is
believed, was brought to the United States in the 1800s by German immigrants. In 1904, at the



World’s Fair in St. Louis, broiled hamburger patties in buns were sold for the first time and called
just “hamburgers.”—cash registers ring?A cash register rings to announce that someone has
opened the cash drawer and has access to the cash. It was hoped that, by drawing attention to
the opening of the cash drawer, the bell would discourage employee theft. In fact, one of the first
cash registers with a bell was called a “thief catcher.”—men’s clothes have buttons on the right
and women’s clothes have buttons on the left?It is easier for right-handed people to push
buttons on the right through holes on the left, and since most people are right-handed, this is
why men’s clothes have buttons on the right. But what about women, who are also mostly right-
handed?When buttons first came into being, they were very expensive and were worn primarily
by the well-to-do. Women in that class did not usually dress themselves but were dressed by
maids. Since a maid would be facing a woman she was dressing, dressmakers put the buttons
on the maid’s right, and this, of course, put them on the woman’s left where they have remained.
—it is an expression of contempt to say someone’s name is “mud”?John Wilkes Booth, the man
who assassinated Abraham Lincoln, fractured his leg while escaping from Ford’s Theater. A
country doctor who knew nothing of the assassination treated Booth and sent him on his way.
Later, when the doctor realized whose leg he had treated, he notified the authorities and as a
result was imprisoned as a co-conspirator. Later, the injustice was recognized, and he was
pardoned by President Andrew Johnson.The doctor’s name was Samuel Mudd, and soon after
the assassination it became an expression of contempt to say that someone’s name was
“Mudd.” Over time, people forgot the origin of the expression and “Mudd” became “mud.”—dogs
sometimes turn around several times before they lie down for a nap?Domestic dogs, being
descendants of wild dogs, still retain some of the wild dog’s natural instincts. One of these
instincts, it is believed, accounts for the way dogs often prepare for a nap.Since wild dogs live in
the forest or the brush, they often have had to trample down grass and weeds to make a
comfortable place to lie down. They do this by walking around and around in a tight circle. It is
speculated that remnants of this instinct may account for the domestic dog’s tendency to turn
around a few times before it lies down for a nap.—so many umbrellas are black?When umbrellas
first came into wide use during the 1700s, they were made of oil-soaked cotton cloth stretched
over whalebone. The purpose of the oil was to make the cotton cloth waterproof, but it also gave
the cloth a blackish color.This type of umbrella was, in fact, very waterproof but not very durable.
Soon, newer and better umbrellas were developed, and since the color black had come to be
associated with effective waterproofing, most of the newer models were dyed black.—someone
who bears the blame for the mistakes of others is called a “scapegoat”?The origin of this
expression is found in the Bible. In Leviticus, chapter XVI, the ritual to be performed on the
Annual Day of Atonement is described as follows:And Aaron shall lay both his hands upon the
head of the live goat and confess over him all the iniquities of the children of Israel, and all their
transgressions, even all their sins. And he shall put them upon the head of the goat and shall
send him away by the hand of an appointed man into the desert. And the goat shall bear upon
him all their iniquities. And he shall let the goat escape into the wilderness …This goat, bearing



on its head all of the sins of the children of Israel, came to be referred to as the “escaping goat”
and later as just the “scapegoat.” This led to the term being applied to a person made to bear the
blame for others.—geese fly in V formation?Any statement about why animals do what they do
is, of course, arguable, and in this case there appear to be two theories about why geese fly in a
V formation.The first holds that the V formation allows each bird to take maximum advantage of
disturbances in the air created by the flap of the bird in front. Such disturbances tend to be
generated in an inverted V pattern very similar to the formation flown by the geese.The second
theory states that, because the bird’s eyes are located on the sides of its head, the V formation
provides each bird with the best simultaneous view of the flock leader and the direction of the
flight.Readers can decide for themselves which theory seems most plausible. Perhaps the real
reason is a combination of both theories. Only the geese know for sure.—the color blue is used
for baby boys?Centuries ago, it was commonly believed that satanic spirits hovered about
nurseries waiting for a chance to enter the bodies of young children. It was also believed that
these evil spirits could be repelled by the color blue, the color of the heavens. Even today, in the
Mideast, certain Arabs still paint their doorways blue to keep away evil demons.Since it was felt
to be of crucial importance to protect young males, it became the custom to dress them in blue
to ward off any evil spirits that might be lurking about.Much later, so that baby girls would also
have a color, it was decided to assign to them pink, the color of the rose.—Canadians say
“mush” to make their sled dogs move?The Canadian sled drivers are actually trying to say
“marchons,” which means “let us march” in French. The early French-Canadians used this
command to make their sled dogs go forward. When English-speaking drivers tried to copy the
expression, they mispronounced it “mushon” and later abbreviated it to just “mush.”—circus acts
are performed in rings?The modern circus was first conceived in 1763 by an excavalry officer
named Philip Astley, and the main attraction in Astley’s circus was trick riding on horseback.
Astley discovered very quickly that his riders could stay on their horses with much greater ease
when the horses were made to gallop in a tight circle. To guide the horses in these circles, Astley
placed round structures—or rings—on the circus floor, where they remained during the entire
circus performance.It was another circus owner, Antonio Franconi, who determined that the
optimum diameter of the circus ring was 42 feet, the size used today.It is interesting to note that
the word circus comes from the Latin word for circle.—so many coin banks are shaped like pigs?
Long ago, dishes and cookware in Europe were made of a dense, orange clay called “pygg.”
When housewives began saving coins in jars made of this clay, the jars became known as “pygg
banks.” In the nineteenth century, an English potter misunderstood the meaning of the old term
“pygg” and took it to mean “pig.” So when someone asked him to make a pygg bank, he made
one shaped like a pig. The idea caught on, and soon everyone wanted a “piggy” bank.—a
woman who pays her own way on a date is said to be “going Dutch”?
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S. J. Volk, “Extraordinary !. This mind-friendly book is very readable and enlightening. The author
writes plainly as a friend who is speaking candidly to you and is sharing his most insightful
discoveries of origins. The word "unputdownable" is often an exaggeration, but to say THIS
book is unputdownable is an understatement! After reading it, I might not be wiser, but am
definitely more knowledgeable. And I can't wait to dazzle my friends and family with all this
magnificent trivia :)(If this review was helpful in any way, please click on the "Helpful" key below,
or write a comment.  Thanks).”

SRF, “Fun Family Books. I first purchased several books like this on Amazon to fill a basket for
beach house renters to enjoy together when in the house at night. After flipping through a few, I
enjoyed them and purchased more for friends and their children.”

Becky, “My 11 year old LOVES it. My daughter loves this and is actually reading on a daily basis
because of it.She tells me all the things she learns from it... Bought a bunch of similar books for
her for christmas and she loves them all...Great buy!”

Thebookandi, “Tickled about this purchase.. I bought two of these. One for a friend's husband for
his birthday. And, one for me. Really cute idea. Lots of great information. Don, the friend's
husband, really seemed to like it too. Happy with this purchase.”

Ed, “WONDERFUL READING. Although I have read several books of so called 'amazing facts,
they usually become boring after awhile. This book however, is a real page turner, that explains
where so many of our popular sayings come from, and you'll find yourself saying "I didn't know
that!" On almost every page. Highly recommended and just plain fun reading.”

Purplelady258, “Men Christmas gifts. These were Christmas gifts for my hubby and a dear
(male) friend. The books are already a hit. I've already learned facts that I didn't really need to
know ;-) ............but I have a feeling my hubby is going to share every fact that he reads with me
(which is really okay). As long as he's enjoying it, that's what counts.”

K.M. Bradley, “Wondering why you haven't read this book?. This book in two words "simply
amazing". This books explains in detail the origins of some of our everyday terms and phrases.
This book also explains the origins of some of our current customs and procedures. I was
amazed to find out how terms like "Blackmail", "Scapegoat", "Making money hand over fist",
were created, and how they were first used. Why we shouldn't put metal in the microwave, why
the horse shoe is considered good luck, and why Judges wear black robes. I'm sure everyone
at some point in time has wondered about these things we know and use, but never thought of
where they came from and what they were originally intended to mean. This book gives



information about our past, and how our ancestors and civilizations were thinking. This book
also provides for those of us that are parents the ability to answer those many questions our
children have. The answers are actually entertaining enough to remain in our memories and in
our childrens memories as points of interest to pass along to future generations and friends. In
all honesty this book was fun, and interesting at the same time. The amount of information you
will receive in this book, whether you believe the information or not is far more than the cost of
this book.  If nothing else there should be at least one item in this book you will find interesting.”

Laxmikant Prabhakar Damodare, “A must for a novice reader about everyday things. It is brief
and in easily understandable simple English it encompasses all aspects of wonders which were
hereto unknown to many of us. A nice compilation of useful facts to unlock the wonders.”

CBH, “Interesting little trivia/. Interesting and fun little book. Well received by recipient I gave it to
as a gift.”

DR, “Five Stars. Enjoyed the book”

Marie Smith, “Four Stars. Easy reading”

The book by Douglas B. Smith has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 1,137 people have provided
feedback.
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